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Community Outreach: Many of our students joined the first of the year Eco Club event last weekend at

Northside beach for the annual International Coastal Cleanup Day. This was a collaborative effort with Preston
H. Albury’s Eco Club and Mr. Will Simmons. It was great to see many of our 2016 alumni at the event and be able
to hear how they are doing. Special thank yous to Ms. Elliott and Mr. Conkling for coordinating this event and
getting a huge turn out.

Earlyact: Earlyact Club executive members travelled up to Tarpum Bay for a Rotary meeting Thursday

evening. DCMS has strong membership in the Earlyact Club and has a yearlong calendar of events planned. They
are looking forward to their partnership with the Eleuthera Rotary.

Island School Buddies: DCMS students were thrilled to receive their buddy letters from their Island

School buddies! On Thursday of last week, we had our first Island School/ DCMS buddy STEAM challenge.
STEAM stands for: Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, Math. Students worked together in their advisories to
build a paint pendulum from repurposed materials, that could be used to create a team flag. Later flags were
presented by sets of buddy pairs.

********************************************

Mathematics: Grades 7 9 are exploring decimals, money and significant figures. Ms. Parks had Grade 7 & 8
singing a very catchy decimals math song. She encouraged all students to go home and sing it to their parents!
The link for the song is here.

PE: During Term 1, we have schoolwide swimming lessons every Thursday and Friday.

The students are

working on a range of skills depending on their comfort level. Some of these skills include floating, gliding, front
crawl and back crawl. Students are grouped by ability and our goal is to get everyone to become proficient with
the front crawl and breathing comfortably while swimming. We are already seeing lots of growth.

SCUBA: SCUBA has started! Ms. Hoban and Capt. Ron are teaming up for another awesome year.

This past

week, Grade 9 students took their swim test which included treading water for 10 minutes. They are working on
the coursework and the SCUBA skills simultaneously.

English: Students in Grade 7  have begun reading Scott O’Dell’s,

they explored setting and worked in groups to illustrate the setting.

Island of the Blue Dolphins. This past week,

Students in Grade 8 created a flyer campaigning against drug use in correlation to the play, The Choice.

In Grade 9, students are explored the RAFT writing strategy. RAFT stands for Role, Audience, Format, Topic.
They also reviewed elements of a story and dove into our mentor text, Copper Sun by Sharon Draper, to
evaluate writer’s craft.

Science: Grade 7s are heightening their awareness of the world around them and learning to make accurate

observations of their surroundings. Mastering this basic skill is critical for the rest of the work we will do in our
science class.

In Grade 8 students are learning about the building block of matter: the atom. The students are astonished by
how super tiny atoms are. Fun fact: If we took every atom in a grapefruit and made it the size of a blueberry, the
grapefruit would be the size of Earth! Holy cow  atoms really are super, super, super small.

The Grade 9s have been exploring this essential question: How are kinetic and potential energy related? To
answer this question, they took part in various activities demonstrating the conversion of potential energy to
kinetic energy and vise versa.

Grade 7 Science/English Integrated Class: Students are learning about text features and active
reading strategies that will prepare them to read nonfiction text during School Without Walls. Ms. Elliott is
integrating science text into the class along with a mini unit on plastic pollution.

Health: Grade 7 students are looking at the first 3 (out of 6) components of

health, including spiritual, environmental, physical, emotional/mental, intellectual
and social.
Students in Grade 8 health are learning about communication.
Grade 9 students are studying the body and also learning about hygiene and
diseases.

Social Studies:

In Grade 7 we ask, “What do we need to know about
where we live in order to live well here?” Currently
grade 7 students are learning “orienteering”, the skill
of using a compass to accurately find our way in the
world.

The 8th graders  are becoming professional historians, having studied the differences between “historians,”
“anthropologists,” and “archeologists.” The G8s started a new unit on the ancient Bahamas and took a field trip
to the Cape to explore Bahamian geology.
Grade 9 students continue their investigation of the Transatlantic Slave Trade, connecting the research they
conducted as 8th graders on West African civilizations to the spread of Europeandriven slavery in the Americas.

Art:
Grade 7 students are learning about the Elements of Art and
memorized the color wheel by learning a song about ROY G. BIV, a
colorful man, by the band, They Might Be Giants. You can see the
YouTube video here.

Art students in Grade 8 traveled
to Governor’s Harbour last week
to attend an art workshop led by
art educators from the National
Art Gallery of The Bahamas.
While there, we traveled to a
showing of curated works by
Amos Ferguson and Max Taylor
on display from the National Art
Gallery of The Bahamas (NAGB).

Representatives from the National Art Gallery of The
Bahamas then presented to all of DCMS last week. You
can read the blog by clicking the link here.

Grade 9 students are creating a selfportrait that answers the question: WHO AM I? This will be based on a
photograph and will incorporate abstract interpretation of identity. We have discussed proportion and the
arrangement and articulation of facial features. Grade 9 students will continue this project and create a
selfportrait that is part observational and part representational.

Who Am I??????
The Grade 8 Social Studies/Art Integrated Class: The 8th graders went on a field trip to explore
the geology of The Bahamas. We also discussed what this would have looked like 1000 years ago and who might
have lived here. The students identified clay deposits and will be making the clay useable for creating
Lucayaninspired pottery!

Not even the rain can stop this hardy group!

